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Periodically unsteady shedding of partial cavity and forming of cavitation cloud have a great 

influence on hydraulic performances and cavitation erosion for ship propellers and hydro machines. 

In the present study, the unsteady cavitating flow around a hydrofoil has been calculated by using 

the single fluid approach with a developed cavitation mass transfer expression based on the 

vaporization and condensation of the fluid. The numerical simulation depicted the unsteady shedding 

of partial cavity, such as the process of cavity developing, breaking off and collapsing in the 

downstream under the steady incoming flow condition. It is noted that good agreement between the 

numerical results and that of experiment conducted at a cavitation tunnel is achieved. The cavitating 

flow field indicates that the cavity shedding was mainly caused by the re-entrant jet near cavity 

trailing edge, which was also clearly recorded by high-speed photographing. 
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1.   Introduction 

Unsteady cavitation is responsible for undesirable effects or even damage in hydraulic 

installations.
1
 Especially, the cavity shedding generates both large pressure fluctuations 

and vibrations, and also acoustic emission due to the bubble collapse close to the solid 

walls. All these effects are usually very unfavorable for the operation stability of hydro 

machines, so it is of vital importance to discern the physical mechanisms involved in 

such cavitation phenomena. Up to now, though cloud cavitation has been studied by 

many authors,
2−5

 the shedding mechanism of partial cavity has not been made clear 

perfectly yet due to the limitation of cavitation model.
6
 

The present work is devoted to the study of the cavitating flow on the suction side 

around a 2D hydrofoil by experimental measurements (see Ref. 7 in detail) and numerical 
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simulation. In order to improve the accuracy of numerical modeling, a single fluid 

approach with modified cavitation mass transfer expression has also been proposed. 

2.   Numerical Model 

2.1.   Physical model of cavitation 

The continuum equation, Navier-Stokes equation combined with transport equation for 

the vapor mass fraction shown in Eq. (1) are applied to solve the cavitating flow field, 

which is assumed to be locally homogeneous flow where there is no slip between liquid 

phase and vapor phase. 
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where Ce, Cc are empirical parameters for vaporization and condensation, calibrated as 50 

and 5000 respectively. ρl, ρv are density of liquid and vapor phase. p, pv, T are static 

pressure, saturated vapor pressure and temperature of local flow field. V∞ is the velocity 

at reference point such as the domain inlet. t∞ is the reference time defined as c/ V∞ (c is 

the foil chord length, which is regarded as the characteristic length for the calculation 

case).  In Eqs. (2) and (3), it is noted that the phase change rate is determined by the local 

difference between static pressure and saturated vapor pressure, the local values of phase 

content, density ratio and temperature. 

2.2.   Numerical methods 

The calculation was conducted by applying the solver of ANSYS-Fluent combined with 

the proposed cavitation model. A modified k-ε RNG turbulence model was chosen for the 

cavitating flow simulation (see Refs. 8, 9). For the momentum equation discretization, 

upwind scheme for convection term, central difference for diffusion term, and PRESTO 

method for pressure term were used. 

3.   Results and Discussion 

The cavitating flow around a NACA0012 hydrofoil at the attack angle α of 8°, and 

cavitation number σ of 1.2 is shown in Fig. 1, where the calculated cavity distribution 

and the picture taken by high-speed photographing at six time intervals are presented. 
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The color labels indicate the vapor volume fraction of cavity. The period of cavity 

shedding, i.e. T, is 44.22 ms. Note that the numerical simulation reproduces the periodic 

evolution of cavity shedding, such as cavity development, break-off and collapse at the 

downstream very well if compared with the experiment. Further, there is good agreement 

between the numerical and experimental results concerning both the self-oscillation 

frequency and the maximum attached cavity length.  

Vapor volume fractionVapor volume fraction

 

t=1/11T  t=9/11T  

t=4/11T  t=10/11T  

t=6/11T  t=11/11T  

Fig. 1. Cavity shedding in a period (Left: computations. Side view; Right: Experiments. Top view). 
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Fig. 2. (Color online) Velocity vectors at three instants: (a) t  = 6/11 T, (b) t  = 9/11 T, (c) t  = 10/11 T. 

Figure 2 shows velocity vectors and contour lines of vapor volume fraction 

(indicated by digital number) at three instants. In Fig. 2(a), there is a reverse flow just 

behind the attached cavity at t = 6/11 T. The reverse flow also called as re-entrant jet is 

close to the wall, and pushes upstream till its head arrives at the rear of the cavitation 

sheet near the leading edge of the foil as shown in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c). In Fig. 2(c), the re-

entrant jet causes the cavity to break off. As shown in Fig. 3 where the cavity evolution 

from t = 9/11 T to t = 10/11 T was recorded by high-speed photographing, the experi-

mental results confirm that the re-entrant jet is responsible for the cavity break-off and 

the main cloud detachment. 
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The head of re-entrant jet is 

marked by dashed lines. 

The time interval between 

two consecutive images is    

1 ms 

Fig. 3. Experiment record of the cavity evolution. 

4.   Conclusion 

The partial cavitating flow and resulting cloud cavitation around a NACA0012 hydrofoil 

has been investigated in this paper both numerically and experimentally. The following 

conclusions can be drawn: 

(1) A modified transport equation governing the mass transfer for liquid/vapor mixture 

was developed by considering the local difference between static pressure and 

saturated vapor pressure, and the local values of phase content, density ratio and 

temperature. 

(2) The numerical model based on a single fluid approach with the developed transport 

equation reproduced effectively the process of cavity development, break-off and 

final collapse at high pressure downstream. 

(3) Both numerical and experimental results revealed that the unsteady cavity shedding 

was directly induced by the re-entrant jet along the wall.  
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